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Abstract: Gender discrimination Which Is One Of The Social Problems Is Basically against women. Gender discrimination Shows itself In All areas Such As Social, Political, Economic, Education. The Essence Of Gender Discrimination Bases On The traditional gender role Emerged In The socialization Process Of Community Of Which Human Is Part. In Almost All Societies, Women Are Positioned At Lower Levels In Almost All Areas Comparing To Men. The Service Sector Is The Field Where Women Are Employed Most In Professional Life, That Can Be Considered In Economic Field In Terms Of Social Production, Even If It Is Basically In Equality Struggles In Political Sphere. In This study, The Policies For Women In The public services Would Be Evaluated And The Solution Proposals Would Be Presented.
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I. INTRODUCTION


II. SEXISM IN PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Women That Compose The Half (3,642,266) Of World Population Of 7,349,472 In 2015 According To The Data Of The United Nations (The United Nations (Bm), 2016) Have Been A Crucial Factor At National/Domestic Economy Being Involved Personally In Production Since The Early Ages When Hunter And Gatherers Subsistence And Lifestyle Had Prevailed. On The Contrary, The Presence Of Women In Spheres Of Education, Social Life, Politics, And Culture Always Has Been Problematic And Women Have Been Exposed To Discrimination At Various Stages During The Historical Process. The Concepts Expressed By Terms Such As Gender Discrimination And Sexism In Literature Refer Essentially To Biological And Social Difference Between Woman And Man. According To Ann Oakley Who Introduced The Term Of (Social) Gender Into Sociology “While Sex Explains Biological Distinction Of Male-Female, (Social) Gender Refers To The Unequal Division In Social Terms Between Manhood And Womanhood In Parallel To The Former. Thus, “Gender” Draws Attentions To The Constructed Aspects Of Differences Between Women And Men Social Level. Yet, The Scope Of This Term Has Expanded As Far As Embracingnot Only Individual Identity And Personality, But Also Cultural Ideals And Stereotypes Of Masculinity And Femininity At Symbolic Level; And Sexual Division Of Labor In Institutions And Organizations At Structural Level (Marshall, G., 2005: 98). By That Way, The Concept Of Gender Explains Gender Oriented Division Of Labor Which Is Derived From Individual And Reaches To Society Over Institutional Level.

Women Face With Various Problems In Professional Life Due To Cultural, Social Etc. Reasons In Spite Of Their Contributions To Society In Economic Term Like All Other Terms. Professional Gender Discrimination Is In The Lead Among These Problems. The Exposure Of Women To Discrimination Has Compelled International Organizations And States To Develop Policy About This Issue Thanks To The Struggles Of Feminist Movements And Those Of Other Various Actors. Feminism, Despite Its Changing Content Depending On Time And Context, Bases In General Terms Upon The Claim About The Requirement Of Equality Between Women And Men; And For This Reason, It Aims To Eliminate The Masculine Domination Springing From Hierarchical Relationship Between Women And Men. Another Significant Assertion Of Feminism Is That Gender Inequalities Are Intertwined With Other Social Hierarchies/Inequalities And Each Social Inequality (Class-Based, Ethnic, Regional Etc.) Is Fed By Gender Inequality; And The Idea Over Coexistence Of All These Inequalities Merely Feeding Each Other. Thus, The Suppression Of Social Inequalities Requires The Elimination Of Gender Inequalities (Sancar, 55). Put It Differently, Gender Inequality Is The Root Of All Other Social Inequalities. The Suppression Of Gender Inequality Would Remove All Inequalities In Society.

The State Approaches To The Issue Of Professional Sexism Which Is One Of The Problematic Areas In Women Engagement Into Professional Life Made Visible In Public Administration Sphere. Public Administration, As It Is Known In Classical Sense, Is A Field Consisting Of Gulick’s Posdcorb Procedures (Planning, Organizing, Staffing, Directing, Co-Ordinating, Reporting, Budgeting) And Being Driven Essentially With Public Services Perception. State Duties Are Corresponded To In The Public Service Sphere And This Concept Is Closely Associated With State Activities In Economic And Social Areas. (Karahanoğullari, 2002: 5-6). Three Approaches Matter Basically In Definition Of Public Services. The First Approach Is The Public Service As Economic Objectivity, Second One Is The Public Service As State Functions/Duties, And Third One Is The Public Service As Functions Created By State (Reported By Karahanoğullari, 2002: 9). In This Study, The Public Services Are Taken As State Functions/Duties.

Three Functions Can Be Mentioned While Defining Public Services Through State Functions. The First Function Of State Is The Protection Of Productive Forces Given The Fact That The Main Condition For The Survival Of Society Is The Latter’s Achievement In The Struggle Against Nature. This Function Is In The Service Of Entire Humanity Since The Production As A Whole Aims To Advance The Struggle Of Humanity Against Nature. This Function Of State Appears At The Present Time In The Manners Of Services Such As Creation Of Free Market, Establishment Of Measurement Standards, Education, Social Security Etc. In Addition

2-International Struggle Against Sexism


The Features Of Public Personnel System As Being The Employment Regime Of Bureaucracy Which Is Recruited By State Appear In Social And Historical Texts Which Are Called As Constitution. Each Constitutional Principle Is A Legal Relationship. The Legal Relations Being The Embodied Version Of Social Relations Return Their Own Reality Acquired From Social Relations To The Social Relations Sphere Ultimately Following Its Transformation Into A Norm Adding It The Enforcement Ability. Within This
Reciprocal Cycle Between Social And Legal Relationships, The Constitutional Principles Are Also Social Relations In The Form Of Legal Relations. (Aslan, 2006a: 8-9).

As Stated At The Beginning Of Paper, Constitutions Are Historical And Social Documents Being The Indicator Of Societies’ Qualifications In Certain Historical Stages. Therewithal, They Are The Fundamental Historical And Social Documents Reflecting The Development Level Of Mode Of Production And The Way In Which Sovereign Uses Power In Society (Aslan, 2006a: 8). The Most Critical Policy Texts Delimiting Public Services, In Addition To Constitutions, Are Other Legal Texts Regulating The Labor Relations Of Public Employees Executing Public Services On Behalf Of State. The Historical Stages Of Constitutional Principles With Regard To Public Personnel Regime In The World And In Turkey Can Be Split Into Three:

1-Theestablishment Of Capitalistpublicpersonnelregimeandthe Liberal Historicalstage (1776)
2-Thefordisthistoricalstage-Statutelaw (1945) Statü Hukuku


The Women’s Involvement Into Public Services Has Taken Place As They Have Started To Work As Cheap Labor Force In Factories Following The Dominance Of Capitalist Mode Of Production. Women, Working In The Family Economy In Rural Areas, Have Engaged Into Professional Life In Factories Along With The Migration Of Broad Masses Detached From Land. In This Course, The Women From Middle Class Were Recruited Initially Into Female-Specific Occupations And So As To Only Serve For Women Starting From 19th Century. After This Beginning Among The Middle Class Women, Women From Various Parts Of Society Has Entered Into Public Services In Conjunction With The Diffusion Of Education In Result Of Welfare State Practices Beginning In The First Half Of 20th Century (Aslan, 2006b: 117). The Employment Of Women In Public Services Has Gotten Easy Thanks To Their Improving Education Level.

Although The Women’s Involvement Into Professional Life, Out Of Agricultural Fields, Has Begun With The Industrialization, It Has Accelerated Particularly After The Second World War. The Women’s Participation Into Paid Labor Has Made The Matters In Professional Life And Unequal Status Of Women A Current Issue. In Developed Countries, The Employment Policies For Women Have Aroused To Eliminate The Inequality Of Women And Men In Employment Sphere, Like All Other Spheres. The Women’s Outdoor And Paid Employment Paves The Way For Contradictions Since It Requires Important Social Changes Distinctly From Men. The Conscious Women Who Are Trained And Engage Into Professional Life Realize The Existing Inequality Of Women And Men In Society And Demand Changes In Favor Of Themselves. The Crucial Attempts For Wiping Out All Kinds Of Inequality Were Welcomed More Quickly In Developed Countries. Yet, This Situation Leads To The Equality Demands’ Contradiction With Traditional Roles Such As Motherhood And Womanhood (Koray, 1992: 93-94). The Direct Association Between Women’s Getting Education And Involvement Into Professional Life Has Not Resulted In Any Shift In Women’s Traditional Motherhood And Womanhood Roles As Well As The Social Support For The Identity Of Working Woman Has Been Mostly Derived Again From Women. The Duty To Be Demanding For Sharing The Responsibilities Around The House And To Sensitize The Other Sections Has Fallen Again To Women.

There Is Nodoubtthatinternationalorganizationshave An Impact On Ceratingawareness In Internationallevelrelatedtogenderequalitypoliciesand On Formation Of Genderequalitypolicies. The Role Of The United Nations (Un) With Regard To This Issue Is Indispensible. The First International Initiative For The Developments About Women Rights And Gender Equality Was The Foundation Of The United Nations Commission On The Status Of Women In 1946. As The Universal Declaration Of Human Rights Prepared By The Commission On Human Rights And Approved By The Un General Assembly In 1948 (Un, 2016) Is Examined In Terms Of Professional Gender Discrimination And Women’s Involvement In Professional Life, It Is Seen That The Declaration Was Prepared Including All Discrimination Types Without Making Gender Discrimination. However, The Declaration Has Created Awareness About Human Rights In Subsequent Years All Over The World And Has Stimulated The Endeavors Related To Preventing All Kinds Of Discrimination Against Women Over The Issue Of Human Rights.

In 1970s Have Emerged The Sociological And Psychological Attempts To Assert That The Existence Of Gender, In Other Words The Differences And Distinctions Between Men And Women Cannot Be Explained Only By Biological Differences, And The Culturally Dominant Opinions About Manhood And Womanhood Reflect The Stereotypes Which Correspond Hardly To Reality. The Researches Have Focused On The Unequal Division Of Labor In Household, And Additionally Discriminations At The Recruitment Patterns Within Which Gender Has A Major Share To Determine Promotion Possibilities And Job Types (Marshall, G., 2005:98). On The Other Hand, In The Same Course, There Were Other Attempts And Cooperationswith The Intent Of Advancing An International Common Language About Women Rights. In The Meantime, The United Nations Has Gone For Organizing The World Conferences On Women.

In Mexico, The First Un World Conference On Women Was Carried Out In 1975 And The Women’s Decade Was Declared For The Period Between 1975 And 1985. The Themes Of The Women’s Decade Purposing To Reach The Aims Of Equality, Development, And Peace Were Employment, Health, And Education. In Consequence Of National And International Initiatives In The Context Of The Mexico Conference And The Women’s Decade, The Gender Equality Mechanisms Were Established In 127 Countries; And The International Research And Training Institute (Instraw) And The Un Development Fund For Women (Unifem) Were Founded Under The Umbrella Of The Un. The Shift Of Conception Concerning Women Has Occurred Also In Result Of These Attempts; Woman Is Began To Be Perceived, No More As The Subject Of Aid And Support, But The Principal And Equal Agent Of Development (Tbmm, 2016). It Is The Unique Center Arranging And Conducting Training Programs, Determining The International Policies For Worldwide Networking With The Aim Of Contributing Women’s Advancement, Ensuring Women’s Active And Equal Involvement Into The Development Process, Raising Awareness On Gender Equality, And Enabling Gender Equality. The Organization Has Carried Out The Informing Works Related To The Impact Ofachieving Gender Equality.
Equality on the Roles of Women and Men in Development through the Gender Awareness Information and Networking System (GAINS) since 1999. In addition, the Organization conducts researches in strategic areas such as forming partnerships for gender equality, position of women and men in information society, impact of globalization on women, and gender equality and peace (Un, 2016).

In Copenhagen, the Second World Conference on Women was held in 1980. The “Plan of Action” setting the targets to ameliorate women’s situation was accepted within the conference. Following the second World Conference on Women, in 1979, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) was approved by the General Assembly and it was opened for signature of member states in 1980. The CEDAW was signed by 165 states including Turkey (Tbmm, 2016). Considering that this global recognition with regard to gender equality reflects the criticism of feminism against patriarchal society and the social asset for feminism’s demand for change in this direction, it should be assessed as an achievement of feminist movements.

The third one of the United Nations world conferences on women took place in 1985 in Nairobi with the participation of 157 countries counting in Turkey. At the end of the conference, the Nairobi forward-looking strategies for the advancement of women was adopted. Three main areas were identified consisting of equality in constitutional and legal, social, and political participation within these strategies (Tbmm, 2016).

In 1993, the official recognition of women rights as the integral, indivisible, and inalienable part of universal human rights in the UN world conference on human rights has been one of the most striking improvements in the period after the Nairobi conference (Tbmm, 2016).

In Beijing, the UN fourth World Conference on Women was convened in 1995 with the attendance of delegates from 189 countries. In consequence of the conference, two documents, entitled as the Beijing Declaration and the platform for action, were accepted. Turkey has approved also the documents without making any reservation. The Beijing declaration has encumbered the governments regarding to empowerment and advancement of women, improvement of equality of women and men, and placing gender perspective in primary policy and programs; while the platform for action has stated that the obstacles in front of women’s free and equal involvement in public and private spheres can be removed by way of women’s participation in economic, social, cultural, and political decision-making statuses and mechanisms (Tbmm, 2016).

The special session of the General Assembly on “Women 2000: gender equality, development and peace for the twenty-first century” was carried out in 2000 in New York, with the purpose of assessing the developments occurred dating from the fourth world conference on women, and determining new actions and initiatives. In the end of special session with participation of Turkey, the political declaration (Beijing +5) and an outcome document were adopted. In the political declaration, the point that gender equality would be achieved only if gender equality perspective is settled in main plan and programs was underlined; in the outcome document, the commitments given in 12 critical areas (women and poverty, education and training of women, women and health, violence against women, women and armed conflict, women and the economy, women in power and decision-making, institutional mechanisms for the advancement of women, human rights of women, women and the media, women and the environment, and the girl-child) since 1995 were reaffirmed (Tbmm, 2016).

The UN general assembly constituted the UN entity for gender equality and women’s empowerment assembling the present tasks and functions of four UN institutions and offices, which were known as division for the advancement of women, office of the special adviser on gender issues and advancement of women, international research and training institute for the advancement of women, United Nations Development Fund for Women (www.unwomen.org). UN Women aims to accelerate progress on meeting the needs of women and girls (Bm, 2016).

The United Nations enumerates the goals to suppress all kinds of inequalities in societies under the titles of “reducing inequalities” and “gender equality”, which were accounted in 17 global goals within the framework of “fight against inequality and injustice” among the most important three duties proposed by the UN for sustainable development. One of the commitments enumerated under the goal of “reducing inequalities” is to “by 2030, empower and promote the social, economic and political inclusion of all, irrespective of age, sex, disability, race, ethnicity, origin, religion or economic or other status”. Another commitment is to “ensure equal opportunity and reduce inequalities of outcome, including by eliminating discriminatory laws, policies and practices and promoting appropriate legislation, policies and action in this regard.” Two of the commitments included within gender equality targets are to “end all forms of discrimination against all women and girls everywhere”; and to “ensure women’s full and effective participation and equal opportunities for leadership at all levels of decision-making in political, economic and public life” (Un, 2016). The effecting of attempts to create a global common mind based on gender equality, realized in consequence of conferences which were organized under the leadership...
Of the Un extending over years, signifies the affirmative replies of national and international authorities for demands of women’s movements and these authorities’ assent to smooth the way of social change through these regulations.

3-Nationalstrugglesagainstprofessionalgenderdiscriminationinpublicservices

Women in Turkey have participated in professional life firstly as cheap labor force in factories before involving in public services. In rural areas, women working in family economy have engaged in professional life at factories in cities as of the migration of broad masses detached from land. There were four essential stages for women’s involvement in public services in Turkey. The women’s engagement in public services in the second half of 19th century within the Ottoman empire era was the first stage; the women’s employment in public services had been ensured by legal/constitutional assurance with the republic era in the second stage; the employment rate of women from rural areas and lower social parts in public services had increased since 1960s (The welfare state practices) in the third stage; the social origins of women had become the absolute determinant in women’s employment in public services with the neoliberal practices of 1980s and women’s employment under sub-contracting and flexible working conditions had been preferred in the fourth stage (Aslan, 2006:117). This historical categorization about the women’s engagement in public services in Turkey results from shaping of women’s presence manners/limits by the public services’ reproduction depending on the transformation of “state” in the historical process.

The women’s engagement in public services corresponds to their involvement in political sphere (Aslan, 2006b:123). At the ottoman empire, the formal political equality, which was basis of equality of men and women, had established by the rescript of gülhane and the 1876 basic law. Abstractly within legal order, the women’s involvement in public services in the ottoman state had occurred with nursing and teachership, which had been perceived as traditional feminine occupations (Citi, 1982:85). Hence, it was observed that the professions such as nursing and teachership perceived as traditional feminine occupations had been divided according to sexist patterns; and then it was emphasized that the social roles would be generated comlying with the properness perception of society for gender with respect to divided professions (reported by kahraman, tunçbilek, ozcan: 114). These occupations have essentially the representation qualification of “motherhood” role in health-education fields and were attributed by “institutional motherhood” mission. Thereby, the legitimization of women’s working is ensured by transferring the women’s motherhood role in private sphere to public/institutional sphere as motherhood role again.

The proclamation of the republic was the new stage for the women’s employment in public services. With the civil code of 1926, women have reached the legal basis of formal equality in political sphere. Thus, the first concrete legal step was taken against gender discrimination. However, the essential pushing force for women’s employment in public services in the republic’s first years, apart from the legal achievements, was that the massive loss of men in wars had compelled women’s employment in public services. In the constitution of 1924, unlike the basic law of 1876, the equality of women and men has been based on the ground of citizenship, concrete individual equality (aslan, 2006b:130-139), this formal achievement gotten in political area and the women’s positioning as citizen in formal equality in political sphere have led women to gain a place in economic field, namely in professional life.

The 6th article of the law on public servants no 788 adopted in 1926 has been quietly important for women. It was stated that “to be public officer and civil servant is licit for women. What kind of tenure and public services women can be employed in is to be determined by the laws of each department’s officers.” the employment of women, who had started to enter in public services since 1870, in public sector has reached the legal basis with this law (Citi, 1982: 91). Thereby, the legal assurance of citizen women’s recruitment in public services is a critical development to pave the way for participation in public services though it is symbolic in political field. The significance of 1961 constitution with respect to the equality of women and men was its specific emphasis on gender equality. The public employees with all other employees have attained to several social rights thanks to the 1961 constitution. by the clause in the 43rd article of the constitution, stating that “no individual can be employed at a job that does not suit his age, capacity, and sex. children, young people, and women shall be accorded special protection in terms of conditions of employment”, the duty of “women’s special protection” were attributed to state. Despite this positive feature of the 1961 constitution, the progress on women’s engagement in public services was slow. There were differences between after and before 1961 with respect to the limitations on women’s participation in public services. The biological sex was influential on women’s engagement in public services in the 1924 constitution, while “the requirement and qualification of service” as a social element has become

The Clause Stating That In Recruitment At Public Services, Any Discrimination Shall Be Prohibited Saving Those On Grounds Of Attributes Required For Public Services Has Existed In The Act No. 657 For Public Servants, Including Detailed Regulations Related To Women’s Employment In Public Services. Thereby, The Discrimination On The Basis Of Gender Has Been Forbidden In Recruitment At Public Services (Aslan, 2006b: 140).


The Regulations Brought By The Labor Act No. 4857 With Regard To Women’s Employment Embodies Maternity And Nursing Leave In Addition To That The Time Allowed To A Nursing Female Employee Shall Be Considered As The Employee’s Daily Working Hours; The Employment Of Women At Any Age On Underground Or Underwater Work Is Prohibited. Furthermore, The Above-mentioned Act Prescribes That Employer Shall Pay The Penalty In Case Of Detecting That Female Employee Is Worked Noncompliantly To The Projected Time Period.

In Collaboration With The Turkish Labor Agency (İşkur), The International Labor Organization Announced That The Project Of Policies For Active Labor Force, Oriented To Progress On Gender Equality By Way Of Providing Decent Employment Opportunities For Women In Turkey Has Been Put Into Effect. In The Course Of The Project, Unemployed Women Would Be Improved In Economic And Social Terms, Giving Professional Training Courses And Training On Women’s Human Rights (Bm, 2016).

İşkur Reported That The Year Of 2013 Was Declared As “The Year Of Women And Disabled Persons.” In The Period Between 2009-2013, “The Operation For Promoting Women’s Employment” With A Budget Of 27,150,589 Euro Financed By Funds From European Union And Turkey Was Carried Out To Improve The Employability Of Women, Facilitate Their Access To Better Jobs, Diminish Obstacles Hindering Women’s Participation In The Labor Force, To Assist İşkur To Deliver More Effective Public Employment Services In Particular At Local Level. According To The Results Of The Project, Several Women Received Multiple Certificates In Relation With Their Fields, Participated To Vocational Courses, And Have Been Employed In Various Occupations (İşkur, 2016).

İşkur Has Prepared The National Action Plan To Increase Women’s Employment. The Plan Has Been Adopted In Partnership Withilo And İşkur As Being “The Action Plan On Women’s Employment” Prepared Under The Project Of “Moreandbetterjobswomen: Women’s Empowerment Throughdecentwork In Turkey”, Which Has Beenfinedancedbythe Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida) (İşkur, 2016). The Most Concrete Tie With Regards To Policies On Gender Equality Between The European Union And Turkey Has Been The Declaration Of Turkey As A Candidate-Country In The Helsinki Summit In 1999. In This Context, The Enforcement Comes To The Forefront For Harmonization Of Turkey’s Legislation With The

Apart From The Eu, One Of The Most Important Texts Is Convention On The Elimination Of All Forms Of Discrimination Against Women In Turkey (Cedaw) In The Adaptation Of National Legislation To International Regulations On Fight Against Sexism. Turkey Has Become A Party ToCedaw In 1985 (Bm, 2016). In The Convention, All Forms Of Discrimination Against Women Have Been Identified In Detail. The Convention Has Imposed Obligations On All Contracting States To Take All Kinds Of Measures, Including Legislation, For Protecting Women In Face Of Sexist Policies.


Employees In Public Services. As It Is Observable Below, It Is Apparent That The Number Of Female Employees In Public Services Is Not Pleasant Despite Allegedly Taken Measures According To The Data Of 2016.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Gender Distribution Of Public Servants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prime Ministry, Ministries, Universities, Military departments, Undersecretariats, Presidencies, General Directorates, And Other Institutions with High Status, Public Economic Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The staff and positions in the secretariat of the national intelligence organization and the number of troops in the Turkish armed forces were not included.

The state personnel presidency’s data of May 2016


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Gender Distribution Of Public Servants According To Employment Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Employment Style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judge And Prosecutor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic Instructor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracted Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Personnel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent Employee Out Of Scope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Employee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personnel Subjected To Special Provisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The staff and positions in the secretariat of the national intelligence organization and the number of troops in the Turkish armed forces were not included.

The state personnel presidency’s data of May 2016


III. CONCLUSION
The Struggles, Notably That Of Women’s Movements, In Face Of All Types Of Discrimination Against Women All Over The World Were Corresponded By National And International Responses In Legal, Economic, And Social Spheres. In International Level, The Lion’s Share Belongs To The Un In Creating Awareness To Eliminate Gender Inequality. The Attempts On Gender Equality, Like Other Areas, In Our Country Are Associated With The Intensification Of Egalitarian And Libertarian Demands Over The World; And It Was Detected That In The State With Restricted Functions As A Requirement Of Transparent, Accountable, Local, And Participative Modern Administration Approach, The Ultimate Aim Of Making Egalitarian Policies Was Reduced Only To “Be Adapted To Neoliberal Order.” It Is Observed That This Approach Equates The Attempts On Gender Equality To Superficial Regulations At Institutional Level, Rather Than Involving Them To A Social Transformation. There Is A Formal Affirmation For Women’s Engagement In Professional Life In The Documents, Including Related Acts, Government Programs, Development Plans,
Medium Term Programs, And The Regulations And Reports Adopted Pursuant To The International Treaties We Are Subjected To, Which Were Examined In Terms Of The Employment Of Women In Professional Life In General And In Public Services. However, None Of These Texts Has Systematized The Policies For Employment Of Women In Public Services Or How The Involvement Of Women To Public Services And Professional Life Will Be Ensured. The Number Stated Above Implies That The Attempts On More Employment Of Women In Public Services Are Not Successful. Apart From The Number Of Female Personnel, Under The Impact Of Neoliberal Policies, The Promotion Of Flexible Working Forms As A Golden Solution For Advancing Women’s Employment Requires A Prudent Approach To The Issue. Because, The Flexible Working Forms Leads To Reservations About Catering For Secured Working Conditions In Every Aspect Of Women’s Professional Life. Instead Of This Model, Women’s Participation To Public Services In A Systematic Working Order, In Which Working Conditions Are Depicted Clearly, With Employment Security Would Be An Obvious Indicator Regarding To The Achievement Of Their Struggle.
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